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the early music, influenced by calypso and mento, was performed in the
caribbean with a strong backbeat, but it was the rhythm and blues of the 1960s
that helped spark the explosive success of reggae. in the beginning, reggae was
essentially a singles market, and the music's three most important recording
artists were bob marley, peter tosh, and bunny wailer. marley was the only one
who could read and write, and he wrote the words to many of his songs. he was
also the greatest reggae singer ever, and he made a number of recordings that
remain classics. tosh (1943-1980) was the most politically committed of the
three, and he was the first to record the music in the united states. the vastness
of that single became the most influential song in reggae history. it's jubilant,
simple, unadorned, and lyrically simple. a woman has gone astray, leaving the
children alone with a baby at home. his love is stronger than the mother's love.
she has returned. his love will make her come home. the song is a perfect
example of the messages of reggae. jah lives, or jah manifestation, is the name
for the god of the bible as an africanized version of jesus. according to the
spiritual philosophy that developed in the late nineteenth century in britain and
then spread to the caribbean, the "i is" or i am mode of being is more important
than the "thou" or thou am mode. thus, the process of revealing the divinity is
most important, and the present system of social stratification, in which "i am"
relationships are the most powerful in the community, is seen as evil. the wailers'
version of jesus is the last of the old, white, male oppressors who have oppressed
people for centuries, and he willingly goes to the cross. but the narrative goes
beyond that: the rastas celebrate the lordship of the black man, the last of the
kings, who remains on the throne as the ultimate authority. his majesty is the
ultimate divinity, and the ultimate trump card against white supremacy. his
majesty is a black man and he is the ultimate i am. the music makes the point,
but its real power comes from the reggae philosophy and the biblical-based anti-
colonialism.
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in the '70s, the period of reggae's greatest peak, the equipment made by tak (tak-
tak audio) and its offshoot, studio one, which tak had helped produce, was at the
height of its commercial success. studio one's biggest seller was "jah is love," a
no-brainer love song that perry's band the wailers had written in the '60s as a

protest against the racist country music that was then coming to the fore. when
perry suggested that the band record the song as a dance tune, marley and
toshack collaborated on a simple new arrangement. by 1972, the song had

become a huge underground hit and the band decided to make a full lp of the
song with toshack and marley producing (grand royal 1995: 35-36). in the '70s,

marley and perry began recording in the distinctive dub style that would come to
characterize the entire reggae genre. the tak sound, created on the mk1 bass,
the basic, cheap instrument used by most reggae artists in the '70s, was the

foundation for these early dubs. the tak, which doubled as a dj console, enabled
percussionists to switch tracks with minimal equipment. the idea behind dub was

to gradually extend the in-the-pocket riddim so that it came out of the cabinet
without fading out, and to do this, the rhythm section (drums and bass) would
play along with the vocal. in the wake of these innovations, producers such as

coxsone dodd and lee "scratch" perry turned the tak into a mini-studio. the tak's
sound was so clean and punchy that it allowed the rhythm section to work in a
kind of proto-dub tradition, and the mix of the two instruments' sound (snares

and drums) gave a gentle but insistent pulse. the tak was also the ideal
instrument for dub, since its long sustain and chunky low end allowed the rhythm

section to build the "space" in which the musicians could play, and the studio's
sound was so distinctive that it became the signature of the dub sound (grand

royal 1995: 43-45). 5ec8ef588b
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